Overview
This how to tutorial from Stacey Broughton is a defined and refined explanation of how one should correctly hold and use a pair of scissors.

Skill Level
Beginner

Technical Skills
Scissor Control
Step 1
Always place the finger blade on the ring finger.

Step 2
Use the creases in your fingers as a rest as this will make them more ridged and this will help them work better.

Step 3
By pushing away with your thumb it will keep an even tension on the blade and your little finger pulled in will also aid this skill.

Step 4
When placing your thumb in the scissor be aware not to insert too deep as this is incorrect.
Only use the tip of your thumb.
**Step 5**

You will cut like this.

**Step 6**

Some people hold their scissors like this.

**Step 7**

When retrieving the scissors the little finger works well to aid the process when flicking around into position.

**Step 8**

Whilst resting the scissor, some people hold this position and flick round from here.
Step 9

This is how we use scissors.